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Barracuda Intronis Backup - MSP
Microsoft Hyper-V plug-in
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MSP Solution

Barracuda Intronis Backup - MSP includes a native Hyper-V backup solution that
allows you to protect virtual machines from the same web-based platform you use
to back up the rest of your data. Intronis Backup support of Microsoft APIs allows
MSPs to easily back up multiple virtual machines across multiple servers to the
cloud, local storage media, or both.

Complete Protection for Virtual Machines

Backing up Hyper-V

Centralize Your BCDR

Secure Protection for Multiple VMs

Partners can manage Hyper-V virtual machines right from
the Barracuda ECHOplatform - MSP, our convenient central
management console. With a single platform, IT solutions
providers can create backup sets for a wide variety of data
types, including Hyper-V virtual machines.

Provide complete protection for all of your clients’ virtualized
data. Back up any number of Hyper-V virtual machines on a
single hypervisor through the Intronis Backup agent installed
on that host. We support Hyper-V on Windows Server 2008 R2,
Windows Server 2012, Windows Server 2012 R2, and Windows
Server 2016.

Expand Your Virtual Services Footprint
Barracuda Intronis Backup offers native data backup for both
Hyper-V and VMware from a single platform. That makes
Intronis Backup a cost-effective solution for partners who want
to grow their data protection capabilities without spending extra
time or money running a separate virtual backup solution.

Local and Cloud Backup

Flexible Recovery Options

Keep your clients up and running with Hyper-V Rapid Recovery,
a feature that lets you back up full Hyper-V VMs to local storage,
and restore them in minutes.

With a few clicks, you can recover any number of Hyper-V virtual
machines protected in the Barracuda cloud or your local storage
environment. Each recovered Hyper-V virtual machine includes
all virtual hard disk and VM configuration files restored to its own
VM folder, allowing you to recover virtual data the way you want.
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Import to Hyper-V — Select the desired VM folder and
import directly to Hyper-V
Object-level restore —Explore and extract specific files
quickly, with no need to mount VHDs
Fast RTO — Recover Hyper-V virtual machines from local
storage in minutes

Cover all of your bases by storing Hyper-V backups locally, in
the cloud, or both. Cloud backups are stored encrypted for
maximum security.

Fast Hyper-V VM recovery

Unlimited Historical Versions
Enjoy efficient long-term backup with the same granularity
as other data types. Our Hyper-V plug-in for Intronis Backup
enables you to store unlimited historical versions of your clients’
virtual machines.

About Barracuda MSP
As the MSP-dedicated business unit of Barracuda Networks, Barracuda MSP enables IT managed service providers to offer multi-layered security
and data protection services to their customers through our award-winning products and purpose-built MSP platform. Barracuda MSP’s partnersfirst approach focuses on providing enablement resources, channel expertise, and robust, scalable MSP solutions designed around the way
managed service providers create solutions and do business. Visit barracudamsp.com for additional information.
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